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ABSTRACT

We describe the design and operation of an electronic system which, upon an unexpected rise in cyclotron-produced radiation intensity, simultaneously sounds an alarm and deactivates the radiation source within $2 \times 10^{-6}$ sec.
I. INTRODUCTION

During trouble-shooting operations at the 88-inch cyclotron, one must occasionally make visual observations through the vacuum tank window from within the main shielding. For these observations, the observer's radiation exposure is kept low in either of two ways: the accelerated beam may be held to a small radius by an internal probe; or the frequency of the accelerating potential may be deliberately held out of resonance with the magnetic field to prevent the acceleration of a beam.

In spite of numerous precautions which are taken by the cyclotron operators, there is a small chance that the beam intensity will accidentally rise to a very high level. To a man inside the main shielding, the beam-produced stray radiation could, in an extreme case, give a lethal dose in less than a second, or a full year's normally allowable exposure in 0.01 sec. To prevent this, the beam must be shut off in the shortest possible time after the stray radiation level inside the shielding begins to increase.

II. SLOW-ACTING CUTOFF METHODS

Conventional linear and logarithmic count-rate meters with alarm relays take at least 0.1 sec to give an alarm indication after a sharp rise in radiation intensity. This relatively long time is due to unavoidable limitations in count-rate metering time constants and relay response times.

III. RAPID BEAM-CUTOFF SYSTEM

A system which can be used to shut off the cyclotron beam within as little as 2 μsec after an accidental rise in radiation level is shown in block diagram form in Fig. 1. This system consists of a moderated-BF₃ proportional counter neutron detector with preamplifier assembly (Fig. 2) located inside the main shielding near the cyclotron's vacuum chamber, and electronic equipment (Fig. 3) mounted on racks in the control room.

IV. SYSTEM OPERATION

We will describe the operation of the rapid beam-cutoff system (Fig. 1) by considering in order the function of each of the system's components:


2. High-voltage power supply² provides a potential of 1800 V to the anode of the detector.

3. Inverting pulse amplifier and low-voltage power supply³ provides power to the preamplifier, and amplifies and inverts the negative pulses from the detector/preamplifier assembly.
Fig. 1. Block diagram of rapid beam-cutoff system at 88-inch cyclotron. Numbers in parentheses refer to description of system in text.
Fig. 2. Moderated BF$_3$ neutron detector/preamplifier assembly, with cables not attached.
Fig. 3. Rapid beam-cutoff system at 88-inch cyclotron. Components located in main control room include (right to left) linear inverting pulse amplifier, high-voltage power supply, 10-MHz discriminator, 10-MHz decade scaler, pulse generator, and delay gate. Cables leading from radiation detector-preamplifier to the pulse amplifier and high-voltage power supply are not shown.
4. Pulse-height discriminator\(^4\) acts upon 0- to 10-V positive pulses received from the inverting amplifier output. Pulses below a preset voltage level, about 100 mV, representing electrical noise and gamma-ray events, are rejected, while others are passed on to the next step.

5. A single-decade high-speed scaler,\(^5\) with connections for electrical-reset input and decade-carry output, counts pulses which come from the discriminator, while at the same time being periodically reset to zero. Under normal or safe conditions, the scaler never counts as many as ten pulses, because it is reset before 10 counts have appeared. Therefore, the decade-carry output normally shows no signal. But when the radiation level rises above a point determined by the reset-pulse frequency, the decade-carry pulse appears at once after 10 pulses have been counted.

6. A pulse generator\(^6\) provides 4-V reset pulses to the scaler, at a rate which may be varied from \(10^2\) to \(10^6\) pulses/sec. Normally it is set to a pulse frequency of 100 pulses/sec and a pulse width of 0.2 \(\mu\)sec.

7. A monostable multivibrator or "variable delay gate"\(^7\) produces a pulse which may be varied in length between 0.1 \(\mu\)sec and 1 sec when it is activated by the short (0.05 \(\mu\)sec) decade-carry output pulse from the scaler. Normally the pulse length is set at 1 sec, to give a visible or audible indication that an unsafe condition exists.

8. The rf "crowbar" is a thyratron-operated switch which effectively short-circuits to ground the cyclotron's accelerating potential, thus cutting off the beam. It is triggered by the monostable multivibrator output pulse, which for crowbar operation may have any length greater than 2 \(\mu\)sec. Once activated the crowbar keeps the beam shut off until it is manually reset.

V. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

A. Assembly of Components

The rapid beam-cutoff system is disconnected by a switch on the delay gate during normal cyclotron operations; otherwise the cyclotron would never be able to accelerate beam. The system is kept ready for use on short notice, by maintaining all connections between the components as they are described below and in Fig. 1. After the components have been assembled and connected properly, with the control settings as specified, the system should need no further attention other than to make or break the connection to the rf crowbar.

When putting the rapid beam-cutoff system into operation for the first time, insert the modules in the power-supply bin in the order shown in Fig. 3. Connect the cables leading from the radiation detector/preamplifier assembly to the high-voltage power supply and to the "input" and low-voltage preamplifier power connections of the inverting pulse amplifier (note that the pulse amplifier is labeled on some units L.A./L.V.P.S. -- for "Linear Amplifier/ Low Voltage Power Supply"). Then connect the pulse amplifier output to the "positive input" of the discriminator. The output of the discriminator is already wired to the scaler input through the bin wiring at the rear of the
modules. Connect the scaler "reset" input to the pulse generator "output" and the scaler "output" to the "set input" of the delay gate. Then connect the "set output" of the delay gate to the rf crowbar, which is located in the basement of Bldg. 88.

B. Control Settings

**Pulse amplifier:**
- coarse gain, rotary switch: 500
- fine gain, helipot: 5.00

**Discriminator:**
- threshold, helipot: 3.00
- attenuation, toggle switch: ×1
- count/off/gate, rotary switch: count

**Pulse generator:**
- frequency, rotary switch: 100 Hz - 1000 Hz
- frequency, concentric pot: max ccw
- pulse length, rotary switch: 100 nsec - 1 μsec
- pulse length, concentric pot: max ccw

**Delay gate:**
- pulse length, rotary switch: 100 msec - 1 sec
- pulse length, concentric pot: max cw

C. Test Procedure

With the cyclotron beam off and the vault shield door open, bring a plutonium-beryllium neutron source, with a neutron emission between $10^6$ and $2 \times 10^7$ n/sec, to within 20 cm from the radiation detector/preamplifier assembly. Observe the indicator lamp on the delay gate; it should be on continuously when the source is near the detector, and intermittently when the source is moved a short distance away from the detector. The "on" condition indicates that the rf crowbar is being activated. The 1-2-4-8 readout lamps of the scaler should all be flashing, indicating that the pulse rate is sufficient to cause the scaler to count more than 10 pulses during the 0.01-sec intervals between reset pulses.

The remove the source to a distance of 3 m or more from the detector, to cause the neutron flux intensity at the detector to decrease to less than $10$ n/cm²·sec. The delay gate indicator lamp should then remain off, and the "1" and "2" readout lamps should light intermittently, the others remaining off. This corresponds to the "safe" or normal condition, in which the rf accelerating potential is not diverted to ground.

VI. RADIATION DETECTOR/PREAMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY

We noted above that the radiation detector\(^8,9\) used in this system is sensitive only to neutron flux and not to gamma-ray activity. This is important because gamma radiation may be present as induced activity near the cyclotron when the beam is off, but neutrons are present only when a beam is being accelerated.
The detector is a commercially made BF$_3$ proportional counter, fitted to a preamplifier assembly and enclosed in a moderator which consists of a polyethylene cylinder covered with layers of cadmium and aluminum. When the anode of the detector is supplied with an 1800-V operating potential, a small pulse signal appears at the anode with the occurrence of a $^{10}\text{B}(n,\alpha)^{7}\text{Li}$ reaction, between an incoming thermalized neutron and a $^{10}\text{B}$ atom inside the detector. By the use of an unusually low-valued load resistor (100 kΩ) and a small coupling capacitor, together with a fast preamplifier with a 2500 Ω input impedance, the detector pulses are shaped to lengths between 0.1 and 0.5 μsec; this may be compared with the 1- to 5-μsec pulse lengths characteristic of most other detector/preamplifier assemblies in common use. A special advantage in limiting the detector pulse length before it has passed through the preamplifier is that one can then effectively use fast discriminating and scaling equipment, without the necessity of pulse clipping by later differentiation or by delay lines. The preamplifier has a gain of 3, to compensate for the pulse-size reduction which results from using a small load resistor.

VII. DETECTOR SENSITIVITY

The detector is calibrated by placing it in a radiation field produced by a Pu-Be neutron source of known intensity, and with the inverting amplifier and the discriminator set appropriately, using a 3- to 6-decade scaler to count the number of pulses passing through the discriminator within a given time. In a neutron flux intensity of 10 n/cm$^2$-sec, the pulse rate is close to 1000 per minute. This means that 10 pulses from the detector—the number needed to activate the rf crowbar and turn off the cyclotron—corresponds to a time-integrated neutron flux of 6 n/cm$^2$. The calculated equivalent biological dose, when the average neutron energy is assumed to be 1 MeV, is 6 n/cm$^2 \times 3.4 \times 10^{-8}$ (rem/n-cm$^2$) or $2.0 \times 10^{-7}$ rem. This flux of 6 n/cm$^2$, or the equivalent dose of $2.0 \times 10^{-7}$ rem occurring in the 0.01-sec interval between scaler-reset pulses, produces flux rates and dose rates, respectively, of 600 n/cm$^2$ sec and $2.0 \times 10^{-5}$ rem/sec (0.072 rem/h): this is the maximum continuous level of radiation intensity that can exist without triggering the rapid beam-cutoff system and stopping the cyclotron. In actual operation, the system is activated by neutron fluxes as low as 1/5 of this level, because of random variations in the time distribution of pulses from the detector.

VIII. MODIFICATION OF SCALER

The scaler used with this system is designed with a push-button reset switch on the front panel. It can be modified to allow electrical reset of the scaler by a 4-V pulse rather than by the switch. This is done by replacing the switch with a BNC connector and a simple two-transistor switch circuit, shown schematically as Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. Reset circuitry in 10-MHz decade scaler modified to substitute electrical reset for mechanical reset switch.
IX. CONSTRUCTION OF EQUIPMENT

The components of the rapid beam-cutoff system as presently used, with the exception of the modified scaler described above, are standard items used in a variety of different counting systems at LRL. Most of the components installed in the control room, and shown in Fig. 3, are built according to the LRL modular "nanologic box" style of construction, because they are already available in that form. For most purposes involving new fabrications, this module style has been superseded by the AEC's newly adopted National Instrument Module System (NIMS), which is in general use in laboratories throughout the country.

X. SIMPLIFICATION OF CIRCUITRY

In planning construction of future rapid beam-cutoff systems at the 88-inch cyclotron or elsewhere, especially where two or more independent systems are needed for maximum protection, some consideration should be given to the possibility of simplifying the circuitry. This could be done by eliminating some features not used in the rapid beam-cutoff system, but which are built into the present delay-gate, pulse-generator, and discriminator modules. The necessary functions of the present modules could be performed by a single NIMS module, using commercially available integrated-circuit devices. As an example, an integrated-circuit decade scaler (Fairchild μL958 or equivalent) and two multivibrator circuits, one astable to provide reset pulses, and the other monostable to lengthen the decade carry output pulse, could replace all of the components of the system except for the pulse amplifier, high-voltage power supply, and the detector/preamplifier assembly.

Apart from a substantial cost saving, a system built in this way could be expected to show greater reliability, because of the reduction in the number of switch and circuit-board contacts and external connecting cables.

XI. TESTING OF SYSTEM

During attempts to achieve beam acceleration in the cyclotron, frequently an arc passes from the rf accelerating electrode to ground. Just after the arc occurs, a resonance condition between the accelerating frequency and the magnetic field strength can cause an accelerated beam for a short time, without the operator's being aware of it. Because conventional count-rate meters and beam current indicators cannot respond effectively to a burst of beam current unless it is longer than a few tenths of a second, the operators may wrongly suppose that no beam had been accelerated, and that there was thus no radiation hazard to a person making observations inside the shielding.

Observations were made to determine the time distribution of radiation intensity during beam startup, with the rf crowbar disconnected. This was done by determining the time lapse between successive scaler decade
output pulses after appearance of an arc from the accelerating electrode to ground. In a typical observation, 11 decade output pulses—corresponding to 110 neutron detector pulses, or $2.2 \times 10^{-6}$ rem—were seen in a 0.1-sec period, the first occurring 0.02 sec after the arcing, and the rest at 0.005- to 0.04-sec intervals.

In a test made with the rf crowbar connected to the accelerating electrode and activated by the scaler decade output pulse, the beam was shut off after the first decade output pulse. This shutoff permitted a maximum radiation dose of $2.0 \times 10^{-7}$ rem inside the shielding, instead of $2.2 \times 10^{-6}$ rem as in the previous observation, or a very much higher dose which could have resulted from accidental acceleration of a high-intensity beam if the rapid beam-cutoff system had not been in operation.
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